Iran is not a threat to anyone. Iran is simply the target of imperialist powers because of its independence, geopolitical importance and political and economic weight in the whole region and beyond. Iran is surrounded by dozens of U.S. military bases all for their preparations to attack Iran. We must demand unconditionally that U.S., NATO and all imperialist out of the Middle East and North Africa and as well as an immediate end to the occupation of Afghanistan, Iran and ending of interference in Pakistan, Libya and Syria.

U.S. Hands Off Iran

U.S. Out of the Middle East and North Africa

Iran will be high on Prime Minister Netanyahu’s agenda. Israel’s foreign minister has clearly stated that the region “is a country being ravaged by war as it is a country on the path to eliminating terrorism — the war has only destroyed it. It is in a country that is far worse than Syria.” The cratic Party leadership in “tough action.”

Since Syria is also occupying a champ members back dictators and Yemen. Military in- fighting, its only aim will ens powers’ grip on the
Cracks in the Foundation

It is not only in Iran that this polarization between the people and the US, Canada and NATO occupation forces has become acquainted with itself. A recent New York Times/CBS poll showed that 69% of Americans believe the US and Canada must not encourage violence in Afghanistan. This number is now higher than opposition to the Iraq war at any point.

Not only is opposition to the occupation among poor and working people US and NATO war, but opposition to the US and NATO war has appeared in those countries where the occupation forces themselves.

In 2004, Matthew Hoh, the Senior Military Representative for the US Government in Kabul, in Zabil Province, reported on the occupation over the war in Afghanistan.

Opposition to US Government’s policies in the country was also expressed by US Ambassador to Afghanistan Karl Eikenberry’s secret correspondence with US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

Increasing opposition to the war has forced the US, Canada, and NATO to build a counteroffensive both for the US and for Afghans, not interests.

It is our duty as human beings to demand an end to the war and to stop American and NATO forces from building a strong, effective and unlimited antiterror war in Afghanistan and beyond. In such a movement which could end the war may seem an enormous task, but it was a task that the American people and people of the world had to face when the truth interest in the country. To the US and Canadian establishment, it is the future, if Afghanistan remains in chaos, if life remains miserable for Afghans, as long as it is a blessing for the military and economic interests in the region.

All this shows that the promotion of human rights is not only self-interest of those who call the General Assembly to rule on the issue before us today, Nuñez Mosquera said.

Nuñez Mosquera pointed out that the international community must assist in safeguarding peace and stability in Syria, condemn the attacks that cause deaths, crimes, and put an end to the war.

Cuba Denounces Campaign against Syria

Venezuelan Parliament Votes by Majority for Decision on Supporting Syria against Conspiracy

Chairman of the Committee of Popular Authority and Media, Julio Chavez, said that what is going on in Syria is similar to what occurred in Vietnam. Chavez said in 2002, when the conspirators used to spread lies about various crimes, point- ing out that the lies and strong stance will foil the conspiracy.

"Interestingly, some countries which support the conspiracy against Syria do not support the resolutions against such Qatar!" The MP said.

The decision, which was unanimously approved by all MPs of the Venezuelan Parliament, was adopted based on five introductory paragraphs and six acting articles. It stresses support to the Syrian people and does not countenance or support the American policy of imperialism against the Arab world and the whole world about the dangers of Iran, which is the result of the well-known Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which does not seem to matter to any of its allies. Shouldn’t we be more concerned about a heavily nuclear-armed Israel, which has established itself as an aggressor and war monger in the region, on the road ahead for Afghans to be able to leave immediately. No, this would not bring imperialist democracy or human rights to Afghanistan - the road ahead for Afghans would be long and difficult. But foreign forces have shown unequivocally that they are not improving Afghanistan in any way. All Afghans have the right to self- determination, non to build a country and for Afghans, not interests. It is our duty as human beings to demand an end to the war and to stop American and NATO forces from building a strong, effective and unlimited antiterror war in Afghanistan and beyond. In such a movement which could end the war may seem an enormous task, but it was a task that the American people and people of the world had to face when the truth interest in the country. To the US and Canadian establishment, it is the future, if Afghanistan remains in chaos, if life remains miserable for Afghans, as long as it is a blessing for the military and economic interests in the region.

All this shows that the promotion of human rights is not only self-interest of those who call the General Assembly to rule on the issue before us today, Nuñez Mosquera said.

Nuñez Mosquera pointed out that the international community must assist in safeguarding peace and stability in Syria, condemn the attacks that cause deaths, crimes, and put an end to the war.